Executive Search Recruitment
It’s so much more than just head
hunting…

About Our Executive Search & Selection
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CASE STUDY
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Appointment
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We leverage our global network and expertise to source the most exceptional
candidates. We align ourselves to your specific needs, providing comprehensive
selection at the very highest level.
Identifying the essential qualities and skills for a C-Level, senior management or
leadership role requires a detailed understanding of the hiring business; What are
the vision, goals and strategies and what will the successful candidate need to
deliver them?
We utilise our experience of engaging with c-level professionals from across the
globe and combine it with our comprehensive multi-phase assessment and
shortlisting process. The result is an exact fit for your organisation, filling a critical
role that will inspire others and drive your company forward.

“

AeroProfessional were able to provide various choices of
candidates and they don’t give up. They have different
strengths and expertise to other agencies; we would use
their services again in the future.
-Director Group HR, NAGAWORLD
Read more testimonials

With options for retained, interim and contingent models, as well as the ability to
draw up bespoke methods to dovetail with a client’s internal process, we have
solutions to fit every business..

Choosing the right solution…
Interim solutions

Senior appointments

that give you access to our
experienced C-Level talent pool:

that deliver you the best talent:

✓ Manage and steer short term
projects
✓ Support leadership transition
programs
✓ Run in tandem with a permanent
campaign
✓ Trial prospective candidates to a
permanent basis

✓ Detailed and proven evaluation and
selection process
✓ Aligns your business needs with
specific candidate competencies and
interpersonal skills
✓ Gives you access to our network of
aviation specific high-level talent
✓ Penetrate both the active and passive
candidate labour market

If you are a business looking to make permanent or interim senior board-level
appointments, including leadership restructuring, speak to our specialists today to access
our unique worldwide aviation talent pool.

Click to read more about Permanent
and Interim Executive Solutions

Click here to request a
confidential consultation

Discover Expert Services by AeroProfessional
Flight Crew Leasing

Total Flight Crew Management

Technical Recruitment

The perfect solution for businesses that need
flexibility to scale up or down quickly. Our
network of Crew’s gives you rapid access to
the specialist skills you need, on any continent.

The ultimate hands-free, full employment
solution which delivers a productive and well
managed crew-base, leaving you to focus on
what you do best, running your airline operation.

From design and manufacture, to line & base
maintenance and modification, our Engineering
Recruitment team are ready to support your
requirements.

Discover flexibility

Focus on revenue

Get technical support

Permanent Recruitment

Bespoke Recruitment Marketing

Executive Search

We’ll attract the highest calibre candidates to
match any combination of skill, experience and
qualification, from C-suite management and
engineering roles to airport operations.

We deliver successful marketing campaigns,
aligned to your brand and corporate values,
driving large numbers of high-quality applications
directly to your careers page.

We leverage our global network and expertise to
source the best people. We align ourselves to your
specific needs, providing comprehensive selection
at the very highest level.

Build your recovery team

Acquire exceptional talent

Attract aviation talent

CONTACT OUR

DISCOVER OUR

EXPERT TEAM

WORLDWIDE PRESENCE

Ireland | UK | Malaysia
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+44 (0) 1252 750 400
team@aeroprofessional.com
aeroprofessional.com

